CRACKING THE CODE
Because all plastics are not chemically the same, you can’t just melt
them together and make a new bottle out of the mix. The plastics industry
came up with a coding system to distinguish the plastics most often used
in disposable containers. That’s what the symbols on the bottom of the
containers mean.

CHEMICAL NAME Polyethylene Terephthalate
NICKNAMES 				 PET, PETE, Polyester
PROPERTIES 			 Clear, tough, impermeable
COMMON USES 		 Beverage bottles, food jars, fabrics
ISSUES/FACTS 		 About 50 billion PET bottles thrown away each year, even 				
									though demand for recycled PET is high

CHEMICAL NAME High Density Polyethylene
NICKNAME 				HDPE
PROPERTIES 			 Relatively stiff, good chemical resistance, translucent
COMMON USES 		 Bottles for milk, juice, household cleaners; cereal box liners,
ISSUES/FACTS 		 One of the safer plastics

CHEMICAL NAME Polyvinyl Chloride
NICKNAMES 				 PVC, Vinyl
PROPERTIES 			 Stable, inexpensive, versatile; can be rigid or flexible
COMMON USES 		 Plumbing, window frames, IV bags
									and tubing, meat wrap, shower curtains
ISSUES/FACTS 		 Can release lead, phthalates, and other toxins

CHEMICAL NAME Low Density Polyethylene
NICKNAME 				LDPE
PROPERTIES 			 Transparent, touch, flexible
COMMON USES 		 Clear wraps and bags, flexible lids and bottles, coatings for 			
									cartons and cups, toys
ISSUES/FACTS 		 Like HDPE, a safer plastic.

CHEMICAL NAME Polypropylene
NICKNAME 				PP
PROPERTIES 			 Strong, resistant to acids and solvents, high melting point
COMMON USES 		 Containers for medicine, condiments, yogurt; fabrics; molded
									parts for cars and appliances
ISSUES/FACTS 		 One of the safer plastics

CHEMICAL NAME Polystyrene
NICKNAMES 				 PS, Styrofoam
PROPERTIES 			 Versatile, can be rigid or foamed, significant stiffness, good 			
									insulation as foam
COMMON USES 		 Cups, plates, cutlery, meat trays, protective packaging, CD 				
									cases, building insulation
ISSUES/FACTS 		 Can leach toxins when heated (never use in microwave)

NAME 						 7 is used for any plastic other than those labeled 1–6
PROPERTIES 		 Variable, depending on type of plastic
ISSUES 					 Plastics labeled 7 may be biodegradable polymers (PLA and
others) that can be composted but not recycled; other plastics
that are relatively safe but not typically recyclable (ABS, SAN),
and polycarbonates (PC) that can leach BPA.

